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Abstract: 
As scholars, rarely do we try to read objects as we read books--to comprehend the 
people and the times that created these objects or ‘belongings.’  However, the study of 
dress objects as material culture seeks to change this by exposing material evidence to 
historical analysis.  Material culture is the study of artifacts and physical objects to 
understand the beliefs, values, ideas, attitudes and assumptions of a particular 
community or society at a given time.i It is not my intent to establish the primary 
importance of dress as opposed to documents, but to demonstrate how dress is parallel 
to written archival materials and is a source for historical analysis.  As Henry Glassie has 
appropriately stated, “For too long historians have left out vast realms of experience 
that do not fit into words at all, that can only be shaped into artifacts.”ii    
 
Material culture is especially important for studying those individuals who left no 
written records. The lapse in documentary evidence in archival institutions and the 
absence of slave testimony across some areas of the Caribbean requires new and 
innovative methods of research to access the lives and lived experiences of enslaved 
and colonized people in the region. I argue more scholars need to venture into materials 
outside of the environment of the state archive and public library, to look at alternative 
sources like dress as an important source for historical knowledge and enquiry. Dress is 
a visual language, a form of archive that embodies histories, memory and orality and 
provides a window into the past as written archival documents do.  The study of dress 
helps us to comprehend the role and uses of dress in shaping the experiences, escape 
process and representation of enslaved people of the Caribbean. The clothed body can 
tell a much larger story about African diasporic identity, sartorial style, and the 
representation of blackness. 
 
Dress, for instance, can reflect colonial society’s concepts of feminine beauty, class 
distinction, gender relations, and cultural retention. The analysis of slave dress is 
important because it allows us to ask crucial questions and develop some 
understanding of the various social roles that dress played in slave society; How did 
dress as a visual language and expressive form of culture articulate differences in slave 
society?  Or how did dress empower or disempower slave women within the colonial 
plantocracy? Such analysis allows us to comprehend the meaning of texts and 
illuminates the complexities of enslaved peoples’ lives and helps us to understand 
culture, artistic invention, cultural retention, and resistance.  
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